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Post-Exhibition Report

FBC 2020 Successfully Concluded
From October 29 to November 1,2020, the most anticipated
and eye-catching one-stop professional solution platform
for door and window, curtain wall industry in the AsiaPacific region-- FENESTRATION BAU China (FBC), together
with the CADE (China Architectural Design Expo) 2020
(Beijing) and RealTech Asia Summit had been held
concurrently and successfully concluded. The strong
industrial vitality manifested by new products, new
technologies and new services on the spot, as well as
the market opportunities explored by full communication
and exchanges between the upstream and downstream across
the industrial chain, have injected a dose of confidence
to the development of the door and window, curtain wall
industry in the context of the normal with pandemic in
the play.
There were 575 exhibitors with an exhibition area of
90,000 square meters. After a four-day exhibition, more
than 90,000 professional visitors and buyers were
received.
The
effects
of
exhibition
display,
communication and various experiences have been highly
recognized by the vast number of exhibitors and visitors.

FBC2020 Big Data
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Exhibitor Analysis

Overview of Exhibitors' Data

575 exhibitors

1,500+ brands

10,000+ new products centralized display

In the post-pandemic era, industry enterprises are
seeking development opportunities in the changing
landscape. Famous enterprises and rookies who have
been dormant for a long time have brought new
products and technologies to the FBC, and have
appeared in a brand-new posture and display format.
Against the background of domestic and international
dual-circulation strategy, the market demands must
be high-quality products, and industry enterprises
must take the road of innovation and high-quality
development.

New Technologies and New Trends of FBC2020

Intelligent Manufacturing
With the demand of high quality, system door and window enterprises have rushed to upgrade their equipment, and "intelligent
manufacturing" has become a great highlight of FBC2020.
The intelligent degree of production and processing equipment for door and window, curtain walls has been greatly improved, which is
not only reflected in one or several links such as blanking, drilling and milling, but also more about providing a complete suite of
intelligent manufacturing solutions for door and window, curtain walls, and further improvement in the digitalization and
intelligence.

Healthy and Livable
Post the pandemic, people's demand for health and comfort has grown unprecedentedly, so health and livability have become the focus
of attention in the field of door and window, curtain walls.
Enterprises have launched antibacterial, antiviral handles, as well as contact-free induction hardware for opening;
More door and window products are equipped with window-type ventilation, with sterilization, filtration among other functions.

Minimalist Fashion
The concept of simplicity and fashion has been continuously infused into the design and R&D of door and window products, and a
number of narrow-frame door and window products have been displayed at FBC2020.
Some enterprises have launched products with indoor and outdoor aligned sash and hidden sash design, which will become the future
transformation and upgrading direction of traditional way of opening frame and sash of doors and windows.

New Technologies and New Trends of FBC2020

Safety and Fire Protection
The safety of doors and windows curtain walls has been
paid unprecedented attention to. Doors and windows,
glazing, profile, hardware and sealing products have
brought professional solutions.
The performance of fire prevention and energy saving also
takes into account the technical aspects, and many new
materials and processes have emerged.

Super Energy Efficiency

Aluminum, plastic, wood, polyurethane and other door and
window manufacturers and material enterprises have launched a
comprehensive energy-saving standards that adapt to the
various K values of the system solutions;
Low-E insulating glass and vacuum glass, which are mainly
featured with energy-saving, will usher in a new round of
development opportunities.

Exhibitors' Satisfaction Analysis

Exhibitors have elevated the importance of maintaining existing business
relations to the same position as brand promotion. In the post-pandemic
era, the "steady and rising" type of growth is the first priority for
enterprise development, and the exhibition, as the most important means
to maintain customer relations, has shown a very significant effect, and
the satisfaction of exhibitors on this item ranks first.
Understanding market information and enhancing
industry exchanges is the
ibaotu.com
second most important objective of joining the exhibition. As a platform
to break the industrial barriers and link up the most complete and state
of the art products, technologies and trends in the whole industrial
chain of the industry, the FBC2020 has provided a precious opportunity
for the whole industry to exchange views with each other.
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Due to the lack of market opportunities in the door and window, curtain
wall industry in the first half of 2020, exhibiting enterprises have
raised the opportunity of new products appearing on the FBC platform to
unprecedented importance. According to customer feedback, the effect of
new products launched and market feedback received in this exhibition is
the best ever out of such in all previous years.

Importance of Exhibition Objectives
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Exhibitors' Evaluation
The year of 2020 is destined to be extraordinary, where the
industry has experienced painful transformations and the new
demand accumulated under the changing landscape is ready to be
unleashed. As the premier place of new products of global door
and window, curtain wall enterprises, FBC has showcased that in
the context of growing energy saving standards, high energy
saving, intelligence and safer door and window products are
inevitable trends. As a loyal partner of the exhibition,
Technoform has closely followed the theme of "climate+change"
and contributes to the development of the industry together
with the FBC. In the days to come, I wish the FBC a greater
growth.
-- Technoform group
Li Baineng, President, Asia-Pacific

We can see that FBC's influence has gradually extended to the
field of architectural design standing from the current
height of the professional field, and has achieved
considerable achievements. This will provide a strong boost
for the next stage of the development of the whole door and
window sector, and Civro system door and window looks forward
to deepening such cooperation with FBC.
-- Civro construction technology (Guangdong) Co., Ltd.
Tan Yonghan, Chairman

As a reputable door, window and curtain wall exhibition in the
world, FBC has always taken the perspectives of industry and
enterprises, embracing new things, drawing upon new media and
opening up new ideas to promote the continuous development and
growth of the industry. Over the recent years, design
institutes and designers have been invited to jointly hold and
participate in exhibitions. The new technologies, new materials
and new techniques of the enterprise are made available to
designers. At the same time, the progress of technology with
all the efforts above have brought about more possibilities and
imagination space to architecture. Thanks to FBC, I wish the
platform to enjoy even greater success.
-- NorthGlass
President Gao Li

Exhibitors' Evaluation

Peace Aluminum has been exhibiting at Fenestration Bau China

On behalf of Orient Sundar Group, I would like to express my

（ FBC) for 15 consecutive years. All along the journey, the

warm congratulations on the grand organization of this FBC. FBC

two sides have witnessed each other's growth and the thriving

is committed to the integration of innovative products,

of the industry. FBC has been committed to cultivating the

technologies, solutions and exploration of business cooperation

door and window, curtain wall industry for 18 years, and has

modes of the door and window, curtain wall industry, and helps

developed into a prestigious international Grand Gala in the

the development and technological innovation of industry

industry.

enterprises. The annual event has become an international

It

is

not

only

a

professional

and

systematic

exhibition platform, but also an important window to have

platform for the integration of the whole industrial chain of

insights into the development direction of the industry. It is

the door and window, curtain wall industry. In the future,

a great honor to showcase our new products, new technologies

Orient Sundar Group will keep leveraging the advantages of the

and new achievements of Peace Aluminum at this industry grand

platform of FBC, joining hands with FBC, actively expanding the

gathering. We look forward to working with FBC to create and

industrial chain of green building materials, thus making

share a new future with more counterparts in the industry.

greater contributions to the high-quality development of the
industry!

--Beijing Heping Peace Aluminum Co., Ltd.
Jin Yunyan, Vice President

--

Orient Sundar Window Industry Co., Ltd.
President Ni Haiqiong

Professional
Visitors Analysis

Overview of Professional Visitors Data

90,000
person-times

40+ expert online
Interactions 500,000+
online views

48,000
professional buyers

212 professional
buyers to invited and
hosted in visit tour

Analysis of Overall Industry Category of FBC Visitors

Analysis of the Breakdown of Buyer's Tour Group
FBC2020 has invited 312 professional buyers to visit, helping exhibitors leverage the reach-out to the
most difficult customer population.
Compared with previous years, the number of groups organized by engineering construction organizations
and real estate developers greatly increased. The visitors included key decision-making groups such as
architectural design, technical chief engineer, procurement and leadership positions. The
communication and procurement needs were more organized and targeted.
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Objectives and Accomplishment of Buyer's Visit

In-depth study and strengthening of professional
knowledge are the first driver for many visitors to
visit. In the post pandemic era, the enthusiasm to

continuously improve internal skills and learn with
exchanges is rising.
The main objective of the visit is to maintain the
existing business relationship. Under the uncertain
market economy, the purchaser adopts more rational
behavior and has achieved remarkable visit effect.
The accomplishment of developing new business
relations ranks among the top three. On the premise
of stability maintenance, the FBC has provided an
excellent platform for both the supply and demand
sides to explore new business relations and identify
new growth points.

Visitors Satisfaction Analysis

92.57%

of visitors
said they would continue
to visit FBC2021

Message from Visitors
2020 is destined to be an extraordinary year, and this year's FBC is also destined to make an extraordinary mark on the field of door and window,
curtain wall Expo! This year, we were fortunate to have participated in the FBC, to learn of the cutting-edge technology of the door and window, curtain
wall system, and say "long time no see" to my friends from the manufacturers who have not met for quite a long while. The installation demonstration is
one of the highlights of this exhibition and has enabled me to learn the new technical approach of door and window installation and construction. It is
really worth this trip! Look forward to meeting all colleagues in the industry at FBC 2021 Shanghai again!
--Beijing No. 5 Construction Engineering Group
Tian Bing, Manager of Contract Budget Department

After experiencing the reshuffling out of the pandemic, the industry of architectural door and
opportunities for development. The prosperity of the door and window, curtain wall industry has
development of its related industries. This exhibition has benefited greatly. I sincerely wish FBC
to participate in the Fenestration Bau China（FBC). The pandemic has made the real estate people
times. The successful holding of the exhibition has also brought great confidence to the recovery
better!

window, curtain wall has ushered in a new era with
played an important role in supporting the vigorous
the better and better. --This year is the second time
closely unite together to ride through the difficult
of the industry, and I believe that tomorrow will be
--Hebei Darong Construction Engineering Co., Ltd.
Procurement Manager, Xu Linhua

Every year, the FBC is the grand conference of the whole industry! Industry leading elites have gathered together to exchange and learn from each other;
there is the domestic and foreign integration and heated discussion! Sincerely wish Fenestration Bau China（FBC) get better and better!
--Shanghai GeLeiDe Door and Window & Curtain Wall Co., Ltd.
Curtain Wall Designer Gao Weiping

Message from Visitors
It's a great honor to participate in FBC2020, the must-attend event for our company every year. At this extremely unusual point of time this year, it
still delivers cutting-edge technology and advanced design concepts for the door and window industry by raising the bar high, which is gratifying for
people to see with their own eyes and benefits us a lot, and also gives us opportunity to make friends and get to know many high-end suppliers. I hope
to continue to expand the scale next year, see more intelligent door and window solutions on the spot, and build a new height for the industry together!
--Nanjing Baishicheng Doors and Windows Co., Ltd.
General Manager Liu Zhe

The exhibition still gather the top brands and cutting-edge technologies of the industry under the current environment affected by the pandemic and
economy, which makes people admire the efforts made by the organizers for the door and window, curtain wall industry. Various conferences and activities
held concurrently have broadened our horizon and supplemented us with the understanding of professional knowledge and trends. I'm very much looking
forward to next year's fenestration exhibition in Shanghai. See you next year!
--Zhenjiang Zhengzhou Sifang Doors and Windows Co., Ltd.
Manager Li Hongbao

Although I couldn't make it to the conferences because of my work, I have kept an eye on the events online and watched the live broadcast of the
exhibition. I am happy and excited about the great achievements made by the conferences held in this special period, which has enhanced the confidence
of the industry and made pioneering technological achievements for the country. Thank you for your hard work and contribution to the conferences!
--Guizhou Architectural Research and Design Institute
Consultant Chief Architect Liu Qinshi

Analysis of
Concurrent Activities

Data Analysis of Concurrent Activities

•

More than 20 Thematic Events

•

10,000+ Event Participants

•

Live Streaming of 8 Major Sectors Online

•

40+ Expert Online Interactions

•

500,000 + online views

At the same time, the FBC Expo held more than 20 highlight
activities,

covering

technical

discussions,

industry

exchanges, hands-on demonstrations, themed visits, new
product launches and online exhibition tour, etc., in

order to break industrial barriers and promote in-depth
exchanges between the upstream and downstream industrial
chains of doors, windows and curtain walls.

Chapter of Concurrent Activities

Chapter of Concurrent Activities

Chapter of Concurrent Activities

Supply and Demand Exchanges
Direct dialogue with key decision makers in real
estate procurement
CTO : Tour Visit at and Exchanges with CTO
As the person in charge of the technical field of
the real estate industry, the chief engineers of
the real estate runs through the planning and
design of the real estate project, the preliminary
material selection planning, the construction and
other links. The FBC specially allied with the CTO
to organize nearly 120 national chief engineers of
real estate technology to visit and exchange views
on new products and technologies with many
excellent brands.

Fenestration and Real Estate
Procurement and Development
Summit & Supply and Demand
MatchMaking Meeting
Jointly built with mycaigou, in-depth
discussion of real estate procurement
needs and application pain points, to
provide real estate developers and door
and window Curtain wall parts enterprises
with more direct and in-depth supply and
demand exchange opportunities.

Live Streaming
Exhibition Tour on the Cloud
40+ industry experts, project leaders,
technical
chief
engineers
and
architectural design masters shared
online, breaking the restrictions of
time and space on all fronts, and
delivered new products, new technologies
and new trends first-hand in the
exhibition from a more professional
perspective. Over the Mark of 500,000
Views.

Chinahome Brand
Select: Which door
and window brands
are most worth
joining in franchise?

Never expected-Truth finding in the
new door and window
products

31.9K Views

35.1K View

178K Thumbs-up

Hall of Fame for FBC
Awards unveiling New
Products with Honor

12.4K Views

Live Streaming of
New products and
Information at FBC

318.7K Views

Designers' Tension:
Peeking into the
exhibition on interior
design and door and
window aesthetics

FDC Live Streaming

63.2K Views

Which fire-proof
doors and windows
are the most
reliable? Here comes
the expert reviews!

17.2K Views

Golden Words: If
the curtain wall
could talk

31.5K Views

China Building Decoration Association (abbreviation: CBDA), under the guidance of the Ministry of Housing and
Urban-Rural Development of the People's Republic of China for operations, has more than 4000 directly affiliated

member enterprises. The Secretariat of the Association has 4 working divisions and 10 professional committees
(Construction Committee, Design Committee, Culture and Science and Technology Committee, etc.). There are 81
local decoration associations all over the country, with a total of more than 17,500 members. The Association,

with more than 230 staff members, has one website, one journal, one newspaper and one Wechat public account
circulated by domestic and foreign channels and 9 types of internal publications, such as CBDA.CN, Interior
Architecture of China, ZZXDC-China Decoration Association Design Network, China Construction News, and China
Building Decoration Association (CBDA), etc.
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